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A

s we start to crawl out from the winter
months of rain, hail and snow the news
of what is in store for writers is exciting. In
September is the National Writer’s Forum and we
have, in this issue ten reasons why you should go
to it, plus the programme, which is stellar.
Then there is the Indie Book Festival in
November created by the indomitable Louise de
Varga and that is just in Auckland. I know there is
also much going on around New Zealand from
conversations with the branches.
In May I was in Dublin for a few days and visited
the Long Room which is at Trinity College. We
queued to get in which made me think that many
many people still want to see books and to stand
amongst them. I thought if I could have found a
small corner I would have stayed for a year.
As writers we still have a task ahead of us to
create and promote our books. It is difficult, and

New Zealand Author
SEEKS NEW EDITOR FOR 2017
We seek an editor to plan, co-ordinate,
and edit material for publication in
NZ Author, a quarterly magazine.
Experience preferred although we will
consider someone with transferrable skills.
This is a contract position.
If you are interested in the contract please
email director@nzauthors.org.nz for a full
description of the role and details about
how to apply.
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EDITORS NOTE / LETTER
HEAD TO THE EDITOR

you can read about trying to get The Girl
Who Stole Stockings into the market across
the Tasman, from Elsbeth Hardie. But
authors are clever, inventive and
courageous people and we have to write,
we have to tell stories, and as Justin Eade
says in his article about writing plays –
people still want to hear stories.
In honouring our members who have
served this society so well for over 40
years, we went back and looked at the
PEN Gazette of July 1970 for our section

on Writers on Writers. I think the
literary culture of this country has
moved forward a long way but I was also
fascinated to read pieces from
well-known New Zealand authors and to
note that some things are still the same.
There is still plenty of work to be done
for writers and we should be grateful that
this organisation we belong to is as
hardworking and perceptive as it was 40
years ago. n
Rae McGregor

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Serious Issues Need Serious
Information for Discussion

S

erious issues are affecting the ability of contemporary writers to earn much at all
from their work let alone a living income. It is no longer possible as it was a few
years ago to supplement book royalties with freelance writing for newspapers and
magazines which are not only paying risible fees for work but have, for some time
now, been stripping writers of their copyright without paying reasonably for it. At
least one major newspaper doesn’t pay contributors at all so their opinion page is
inhabited by people on salary, mostly with an axe to grind.
Contracts being offered by some publishers disregard the traditional publishing
of books as a collaborative enterprise between author and publisher and also try to
insist on offensively low royalties. Sadly, some writers who have a desperate desire
to be published are signing up.
Because these are issues that need to be discussed openly by writers and
everyone involved in the media and literary industries, NZ Author needs to ask for
more forthright opinion from its contributors; and writers need to ask for more
hard information from their representatives, even if we have to argue about the
policies that may ensue.
One of our problems is that every argument in this country – and especially
among writers – seems quickly to become personal. Nevertheless, I want to express
my dismay as I read the article in NZ Author by the chair of Copyright Licensing
New Zealand, Vanda Symon, who represents the NZSA on the board. I was hoping
for a report on the business of CLNZ whose activities are of interest to writers, not
only because of the work it does but because we own half of it. But all I got was,
well, rather patronising waffle.
Do I need to read:
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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‘CLNZ operates with the objectives to protect writers’ and publishers’ ability to
earn revenue from their works, support the creation of new works and their
commercial success, and grow the number of works created and skills in the
industry’. [Not my italics.]
‘The creative sector is vital to New Zealand.
It is the cornerstone of our culture. It brings vitality and depth and helps to define
our identity as a nation’.
CLNZ will be lobbying government to remind them of the importance of the
creative sector to New Zealand and its economy, and the absolute right of authors
and publishers to earn a living from their work.’[My italics.]
This and much else in the article reads like the output of a politician’s press
secretary, designed to anaesthetise rather than to inform.
What I would like to know in some detail is what representations CLNZ is
making to government on copyright – what approach is being taken on our behalf.
This is contentious. At least some writers are against extending the period for
which the copyright on print should be protected. Others may not be. Let us know
what is being done on our behalf.
We should also be informed on the time-frame for digital reporting on copyright
use by universities. This is of intense interest to many of us who believe that CLNZ
is essentially a collection agency. Once payment is accurately made to each author
and each publisher whose work is used, we should consider splitting the
unallocated funds to each shareholding organisation. Then, writers on the one
hand and publishers on the other, may use their share to directly benefit their
members in any way they think fit. It may also reduce administration costs. A
change in the constitution may be needed, but that would be no reason to pause.
It’s been done before.
These and other issues that press on writers need to be discussed openly and
honestly, not exclusively by a small group of people who feed us titbits and then pat
us on the head. n
Gordon McLauchlan

Response
Thank you for the opportunity to respond
to Gordon McLauchlan’s letter. NZ
Author approached me to write an article
from my perspective as the new chair of
CLNZ and provided a specific brief for
the kind of material they wanted included
within a small word limit.
More detailed information of what CLNZ
does is available on our website (http://
www.copyright.co.nz) , including copies of
CLNZ’s submissions to government. CLNZ

NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

regularly advocates the interests of authors
and publishers directly with politicians and
officials (as well as through submissions)
and communicates this to authors and
publishers through reports from Board
meetings. Issues of importance to New
Zealand authors and publishers are
regularly addressed in Copy.Write, our
quarterly e-newsletter. The next issue is due
out in September and includes information
on universities e-reporting. n
Vanda Symon
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Mid-winter careers
I

t’s been another mild winter in Central
this year. Apart from an occasional
cold spell when the thermometer refused
to rise above zero for several days at a
time, the nights’ frosts have generally
thawed by early morning. It’s a far cry
from those first years when the ground
was frozen solid for months at a time.
Yet despite the comparatively clement
weather, it’s still sometimes difficult to
endure. Even the mildest winter is too
long, too cold and too quiet. As the days
shorten, it’s hard to remain positive. Better
to dig a hole and hibernate, like bears.
In many ways, reaching “mid-career”
can feel much the same.
It’s almost twenty years since I made
the decision to write full-time. Just over
twelve since my career took an
unexpected turn and I found myself
writing picture books. In those early
spring years, the writing was reward in
itself. No number of rejections could
dampen my zeal. Ultimately it didn’t
matter if publishers wanted my stories or
not, because my writing was getting
better each year. I was willing to play the
long game, confident my extended
apprenticeship would pay off. I just had
to keep writing. Keep improving.
When the first minor breakthrough
finally came, I felt like Ali Baba cracking
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

the secret code to open the thieves’ cave.
To my chagrin, I quickly discovered
there was no treasure within, just
another sealed cave entrance which
required another code to open. It didn’t
matter... or, at least, it mattered a little
less, now that I was a published author.
I wrote through the summer years
with renewed enthusiasm and
inspiration, as I became better at
cracking codes. Doors began to open
with increasing frequency. An award
here. A conference keynote there. There
were tours and rising demand for paid
school visits.
Before I knew it, I was actually making
a living. All those dribs and drabs of
royalties, PLR, advances and fees were
suddenly sufficient not only to pay the

“

Before I knew it, I was
actually making a living.
All those dribs and drabs
of royalties, PLR, advances
and fees were suddenly
sufficient not only to pay the
bills, but to even finance a
holiday or two.
5 — 306 SPRING 2016
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bills, but to even finance a holiday or two.
During autumn’s peak, when all the
hard work is finally bearing fruit, winter
always seems a long way off. By the time
you feel its icy fingers on the back of your
neck, it’s too late. As your string of
rejections extends, you find it increasingly
difficult to shrug it off as it slowly dawns
on you this isn’t just another blip. It’s
something way more serious.
Because by now you know how to
write what you write - the kind of stories
that have built your career. And to your
mind your stories are only getting better.
You’re pushing the boundaries. The
problem is “the market” has decided it no
longer wants the kind of stories you
write. Worse, nobody seems to want you
to speak at their conferences or events
anymore either.
Welcome to the mid-winter life of a
mid-career writer.
It’s sometimes hard to remain positive

as you begin to calculate how long you
can survive on the declining trickle of
royalties, PLR and school visits? And
when the myriad writers Festivals release
their latest line-ups, it’s sometimes
difficult to retain your optimism as your
mantra of “maybe next year” starts to
ring hollow in your ears.
A hiatus from social media certainly
helps to regain a sense of balance. What
you don’t know/hear can’t annoy, depress
or anger you. Isolation can be a blessing,
but long-term it’s inevitably a burden.
Which is why I’m anticipating the
#NZWritersForum with as much
enthusiasm as the approaching spring. It
promises to be such an enriching,
re-invigorating experience. A wonderful
opportunity to gather, to share and to
grow. As another winter squall sweeps
past, it can’t come soon enough.n
Kyle Mewburn

JANET FRAME MEMORIAL
AWARD FOR LITERATURE
The 2016 Janet Frame Memorial Award for Literature is offered
by the NZSA thanks to a generous gift from the Janet Frame
Literary Trust to support a mid-career or established
author to further their literary career.

The award is for $3,000 and is open
to members of the New Zealand Society of Authors.
This is the final award in a series of 5 awarded every second year over 10 years.
Past recipients are Emma Neale, Tim Jones, Diane Brown and Elizabeth Smither.

Opening date 22 July. Closing date 28 October
For application form and further information visit

www.authors.org.nz or email office@nzauthors.org.nz
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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Governance Report
A REPORT FOR MEMBERS FROM THE NATIONAL COUNCIL (NC) MEETING, 12 JUNE 2016
PHILIPPA WERRY, National Council
delegate for Wellington and co-secretary
NATIONAL AGM

Thanks to everyone who came along to
the AGM, especially those Wellington
members who answered our call for more
attendees. Thanks also for everyone’s
company at a very convivial dinner later
that evening.
NATIONAL WRITERS FORUM (NWF)

NC members are happy to support the
National Writers Forum, to be held on
17-18 September 2016 at the University
of Auckland. We would encourage all
members to put this date in their diary.
Please contact National Office if you have
any ideas about possible sponsorship
or exhibitors.
NZ AUTHOR

Following discussions about a possible
charge for the printed version of the
NZSA magazine NZ Author, to cover the
extra costs involved, NC has decided that
in future all new and rejoining members
will receive the NZ Author by email,
unless they elect to pay an extra $10 pa
to receive it in print form. Historic
members (members who joined before
2014) can still receive the printed version
at no extra cost. However, if you are
happy with the online version, we would
appreciate it if you could take the time to
email Head Office (office@nzauthors.org.
nz) and ask to change to email delivery
only. This change will come about
towards the end of this year.
NEW HEALTH AND SAFETY LEGISLATION

Many members will already be aware of
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

the new requirements under the Health
and Safety at Work Act 2015. This Act
has implications for our organisation, as
the NZSA is an employer, and we need to
ensure, as far as “reasonably practicable”,
the health and safety of our employees
and other people. We would ask you to
help at branch level by making sure that
any health and safety issues relating to
branch meetings are recognised and
addressed, for example, by being aware
of and pointing out any possible hazards
in meeting venues.
You can read more about Volunteers
and the Health and Safety at Work Act on
the MBIE site here: http://www.mbie.govt.
nz/info-services/employment-skills/workplacehealth-and-safety-reform/document-andimage-library/summary-doc-volunteers-3rdreading.pdf
PUBLIC LENDING RIGHT (PLR)

The National Council looked at the
modelling done by the National Library to
evaluate if the qualifying number of books
for a title to be eligible for PLR should
change. The questions was, should the
number remain at 50 or should it be
lowered and if it was lowered what is a fair
number. There was general agreement that
it is better for New Zealand authors if the
number is lowered but National Council
concluded it did not have enough
information to be able to offer to the PLR
Advisory Committee what that fair
number should be. More comprehensive
modelling around any proposed changes
is needed taking into consideration
changes with the way libraries’ buy, hold,
record and remove stocks. n
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ADMINISTRATION

Claire Hill our wonderful and treasured
Operations Manager has decided to
reduce her hours from 40 to 30 a week,
so to fill the gap we have taken on a
contractor to look after our accounts.
Marlyn Binda comes with accounting
experience and sound knowledge of
Xero. This is knowledge we were seeking
as this month National Office started the
transition to Xero cloud accounting. It
will improve and speed up financial
administration, be better for GST
reporting and reduce our accounting
bills. The main difference for members is
that your invoice will look different and
you will be able to click through to make
a payment from your emailed invoice.
FUNDING

It’s always exciting when one of our
funding applications is successful, each
grant increases what we can achieve or
improves our set up and processes. So far
this year our hit rate with gaming and
community trusts has been 50/50, which
is quite high! A grant from Pub Charity is
covering the print cost of updated
versions of Digital Printing Guide and The
Business of Writing, Auckland Council
contributed a small amount towards our
annual rental costs and Foundation
North has approved funds for a Book
Week event in Northland. The 3 grants
combined amount to $4,822
Each grant we receive requires a report
and our first Creative New Zealand
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

Kahikatea report was completed at the
end of July. We are required to report on
volunteer hours worked for the Society.
Thank you to the volunteers who kept
track and sent me a summary of hours.
Fifty volunteers reported 1,973 hours
worked. Breaking this down based on a
40 hour week, our volunteers worked the
equivalent of more than two full time
employees for 6 months (1,832 hours
equals one full time employee for a year).
It’s been a bit arduous for volunteers to
take the time to do this but it is gathering
some interesting information which we
would not have gathered if it wasn’t a
requirement. I’ll have to call for volunteer
hours worked again at the end of the
year… and when I have final numbers for
2016 I’ll so a branch by branch
breakdown and let each branch know
their final figure.
ADVOCACY – RADIO NEW ZEALAND

Two letters were written to Radio New
Zealand asking questions about changes
to the drama department and expressing
our concern about how the changes will
negatively impact on writers. The first
letter did not get a reply but not long after
sending the second letter RNZ
communications manager John Barr
telephoned Kyle Mewburn. He was keen
to reassure the Society RNZ has an
absolute commitment to New Zealand
literature.
The changes to the drama department
are in response to budget cuts and to
move funds to establish a podcast
division. Surveys suggest most listeners
want to be able to listen to content
whenever they wish. John Barr told Kyle
the new unit will have a wider remit to
tell New Zealand stories whether drama,
literature or science. They will freeing up
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some of their experienced presenters to
explore ideas and will contract external
creators to provide additional content.
We invited Tim Watkin, the new
executive director of series and podcasts,
to speak at the National Writers Forum
but he declined as he doesn’t start in this
new role until September.
ADVOCACY – PLR

A letter was written to Bill Macnaught at
the National Library asking him to
consider certain PLR factors as he takes
libraries through the digital shift e.g.
payments on actual holdings rather than
surveys and an increase in the fund.
Peter Dunne also received a letter from
NZSA asking that he ensure the National
Library has enough funds to improve its
digital capability around PLR and to
support an increase in the value of the
fund. These letters resulted in Kyle
Mewburn meeting with Bill Macnaught
while he was in Wellington for our AGM.
Kyle reported the meeting considered
the vital role NZSA could, and should,
have in the development of National
Library’s new Strategic Plan, as well as
discussions around how the PLR might
be further strengthened to ensure as
many writers as possible receive due
compensation for loss of royalties. The
meeting concluded with a commitment
to enhanced cooperation and improving
communications between NZSA and
National Library.
NZSA also wrote to Hon Hekia Parata,
in her role as Minister of Education posing
an argument for an Educational Lending
Right (ELR). An ELR in New Zealand will
benefit our writers, and New Zealand
culture, by encouraging the growth and
development of New Zealand texts used
for educational purposes.
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

EVENTING THE FUTURE

I have just attended a conference all
about events called Eventing The Future.
The registration fee was beyond the
National Office budget but I entered a
draw offered by Creative New Zealand
for a free registration and won! I was
curious as the programme promised
information that could be useful for the
National Writers Forum. I met some
interesting people and gleaned lots of
tidbits that will make attendance at the
National Writers Forum an enjoyable and
smooth running experience. I look
forward to getting some feedback. Claire
Mabey and I have worked hard to put
together a great programme and to
contract some incredible local and
international speakers. I hope you can
make it! n
Jackie Dennis
Connect with us on social media
Facebook group

https://www.facebook.com/nzs.authors/
Twitter @NZSocAuthors
#NZWritersForum
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‘Once Unpublished’
MAGGIE RAINEY-SMITH

AGMs by nature are something to be ‘got through’, but I have to say that with
representatives from most of the regions, there was a real feeling of unity and
commitment in the room at the recent National AGM in Wellington.

A

nice surprise too, to enter the
Upper Chamber of Toi Poneke to
see the room full of people. And
more potent, the empty seat, at the top
table, signifying our origins, as PEN New
Zealand, representing writers imprisoned
for the written world. Jackie Dennis,
chief executive and Kyle Mewburn
president, between them, oversaw a wellplanned and informative AGM.
Membership is relatively stable and
impressive with around 1,400 members
nationwide which include, full, associate
and student members. There appear to
have been rumblings about the focus on
the associate membership to the
detriment of established writers, and
Kyle reminded us that we were ‘all
unpublished at some stage’. Reports from
the branches were full of interesting and
different initiatives fostering friendships
and providing platforms for writers to
promote their work. There was the usual
mix of heavyweights and newbies in the
room which is always at the heart of what
NZSA represents, the chance to be with
your heroes and aspire.
Because of the planned National
Writers Forum in September the
Wellington Branch of NZSA did not put
on the usual weekend workshops that
normally accompany the National AGM.
Instead there was a very convivial dinner

“

This brawling and drinking
no longer seemed to happen
at branch meetings and we
all agreed it was because we
had to drive home.

”

and literary quiz at the Preservatorium,
one of my own favourite cafes in Webb
Street. It was here that the gossip was
able to if not flow, sporadically arise as
the wine flowed.
The literary quiz courtesy of Elizabeth
Heritage had some curly questions and
proved that if you’ve never won a literary
prize, don’t despair, writers can’t
remember who wins them anyway!
The New President of Honour, Joan
Rosier-Jones was announced. She made a
great speech expressing her appreciation
in being chosen as the President of
Honour and then digressed rather easily
into a story about her first ever PEN
meeting as Chair in Auckland when it
seems a glass was hurled at another
speaker in protest. Some of us discussed
why this brawling and drinking no
longer seemed to happen at branch
meetings and we all agreed it was
because we had to drive home

Mark your calendars for next year’s AGM which will be in May and in Christchurch.
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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afterwards...make what you will of that.
We talked too about what makes the Janet
Frame Memorial Lecture so Important and what
the key is to a good lecture. I recalled the very
first lecture by Owen Marshall at Te Papa when
the lecture was part of New Zealand Book Week,
the gravitas and sense of occasion. Even though
the lecture is now held as a separate event it is a
lecture I try not to miss. It is always a chance to
hear about another writer’s journey and gain
both insight and inspiration. It is an ongoing
social history of New Zealand Literature.
On the tables was a copy of the PEN gazette
from November 1971, Editor, Marilyn
Duckworth. Such gems as John A Lee’s ‘Children
of the Poor’ being translated into Esperanto and to
be published in Paris along with notice of new
members, Vincent O’Sullivan and Paul Maunder.
Not to mention “Smith’s Dream” a novel by CK
Stead being now in bookshops. Such lofty terms
as ‘from the dust jacket’, and at our table we
briefly yearned for dust jackets and hardbacks.
On my quiz team were newly honoured
authors, Anne Holden and Paul Maunder, whom it
was a pleasure to meet. Also honoured but absent
were Fiona Kidman, Witi Ihimaera, and Bernard
Brown. The PEN gazette was a hat tip to those
long serving members of NZSA who have joined
the Honours List which was started last year.
The AGM revived my flagging enthusiasm for
the New Zealand Society of Authors, the
important part it plays in the life of rookie writers,
mid-list, and aspiring A-listers, not to mention the
opportunity to brush shoulders with those
A-listers. Added to this, a great appreciation or
what it takes to keep an organisation like this
relevant. We are fortunate to have a forward
thinking chief executive, motivated president
(re-elected unopposed) along with regional
delegates, chairs and volunteer committee
members all energized and prepared to share their
precious spare time working for the good of
authors throughout New Zealand. n
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

StartWrite
CHAPTER AND
SYNOPSIS
ASSESSMENT
A service for NZSA
members – writers &
comic/graphic novelists
Get a professional
overview of your work
in progress
• 28 subsidised
assessments available
• Non-competitive
submissions on
first-come-first-served
basis
• 1-2 page report of one
chapter (6000 words
max) by experienced
author or assessor
• All genres eligible
• Graphic novelists – 10
pages of completed
work max
• Ask 3 specific questions
with your submission
Open until all 28
subsidised assessments
have been used.
To take advantage of this
service download the
forms from
www.authors.org.nz
or contact
office@nzauthors.org.nz
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DAVID HILL

L

ike any university,
Massey has its problems.
The Language Dept is
dwindling. Admin staff, an
anonymous source told me,
outnumber teaching staff by
two-plus to one. Departments
are under constant pressure
to market, market, market.
Debt and profit-obsessed philosophies
pressure students to the point where
trad campus activities of challenge and
protest seem non-existent. Oh, and some
of the ceilings leak.
But every year, Massey manages to
offer a trio of three-month residencies: A
Literary Artist is followed by a Video/
Film-Maker/Digital Artist, and then by a
Theatre Director/Practitioner. From
April-July this year, I was the Literary
Artist. I felt I should have it tattooed
across my forehead.
The University gave me half an office
on their Turitea Campus, right next to
the tea-and-coffee. Palmerston North
City Council and Community Arts
Palmerston North gave me an apartment
with a cat-door labelled ‘LIARS’. They
must know something about writers.
Three months. Writers are accustomed
to living from one month to another, so
to have three of them provided for was
a bonus.
It’s a good length of time, I reckon.
You’re not away from home so long that
your vege patch gets out of control. But
you are away long enough to feel a sense
of occasion; to immerse yourself at least
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

hip-deep in a different set of
stimuli. For three months, you
feel supported and validated. You
write better and with increased
commitment as a result. It’s not
true that adversity automatically
inspires authors; often it makes
them falter or give up. At Massey,
I kept remembering David
Copperfield: “The more praise I got….the
more I strove to deserve it”.
It’s not fashionable to say so, but I
liked Palmerston North. I liked the
wooden villas and Edwardian facades,
the singular Savage Crescent enclave of
historic State Houses, the Phantom
Billboards featuring NZ poets, the
inner-city art. Several times I was found
loitering in the foyer of Square Edge’s
public toilets while I admired Wendy
Grace Allen’s glittering glass mosaic.
I liked the students, too. They were
awkward as herons, gauche, eager,
beautiful. They all called “Thank you” as
they got off the bus from city to campus.
You’ll be appalled to learn that not a
single staff member of either gender at
Massey wore a collar and tie. Indeed, the
only person I saw in such a rig had come
to fix the photocopier. And yes, many
senior lecturers looked and were
unsettlingly young. You could always tell
them apart from the students, however.
Lecturers carried papers; students
carried phones.
I walked the arboretum. I went to talks
and performances. I rode Inter-City
home to New Plymouth a few times,
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sitting beside worn, stoic people.
“Writing books?” went Kev from Taihape.
“Awesome, bro!”
But a lot of the time, I sat in my
half-office and wrote. Around me, The
Asian Studies, Linguistics and Philosophy
Depts hummed. (I think the philosophers
were there; they may have been just a
mental construct.) They were all so
friendly. They stuck their heads in the
door, said “Hi, I’m…..” then left me to it.
My twelve weeks at Massey affirmed
the community and collegiality of
writers. There were people close by who
shared my obsessions, pleasures,
frustrations. They were supportive, not
only in the general, good-wishes,
love-your-books sense, boosting though
that is, but in sometimes startlingly
immediate and concrete ways. Through
the good services of authors and other
bookies in Massey and Palm North, I was
offered paid engagements, promotions of
my books, contacts. A few citizens even
fronted up with one of my titles that
they’d paid tangible money for, and
asked me to sign it. I suffered light
bruising from pinching myself.
I also felt a fraud sometimes. There you
are, being introduced at a faculty meeting
as if you’re a Person of Significance, while
the day before, you’ve just received
(another) rejection slip.
You need to start work pretty soon in a
Residency. You’re in a different routine,
and it’s not a bad idea to re-establish the
productive parts of your old one as soon
as possible. You need a scaffolding. Plus
there are so many lunchtime
performances, students bringing you
their work to read, schools or groups to
visit, invitations to coffee, that you can
easily wonder on Friday what the hell
you’ve accomplished since Monday.
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

“
”

They were awkward as herons,
gauche, eager, beautiful.
Sure, those are all legitimate facets of a
Residency, but I’ll recommend the advice
I got from the late, terrific Bill Taylor.
“Go down there with a project already
underway,” he told me once – i.e. with
direction and momentum established
(sort of). Thanks, Bill.
However, do accept the unexpected little
felicities: the sudden ideas, characters,
gleams that come from a fresh environment, especially one thronged with those
wondrous life-forms called students.
A Writer’s Residency is a visit to a
foreign land. You go into a new place, hear
new voices, observe new and exotic social
habits. You’re taken……not out of your
comfort zone, because you’re made very
comfortable, but into a set of different
experiences, values, expectations. You live
like a traveller in your own country; that’s
always a promising juxtaposition.
One genuine foreign visitor to the
Turitea Campus during my three months
was Nicolas Fargues, French novelist,
this year’s Randell Cottage Resident and
a man so jaw-wrenchingly handsome
that he really should be banned.
“Will you be writing about New
Zealand?” someone asked. Nicolas
elegantly inclined his head. Indeed he
would – but not until after he left.
I often felt the same. You measure the
value of a Residency not only by what
you write while you’re there, but by what
it gives you to write about afterwards. My
gratitude to Massey for possibilities that I
calculate will keep me going till
mid-2017. At least. n
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PEN, Podcasts, and the Pacific
For the first time PEN NZ has stepped beyond its national borders and
taken an issue of freedom of speech in the Pacific to the international stage.

W

hen I took on this role in
January 2015, it became
swiftly apparent to me that
New Zealand had a special role to play in
the Pacific. We are currently the leader in
freedom of press in this region. We rank
5th in the world in the latest World Press
Freedom Index compiled by Reporters
Without Borders. Well ahead of Australia,
which ranks 25th out of 180 countries.
I was not alone in thinking this, and
together with the encouragement and
support of Gordon McLauchlan, in June
PEN New Zealand released a Press
Statement to highlight the serious issue
of freedom of speech in Fiji. The release
was circulated to PEN international, put
on their website, and forwarded to PEN
centres around the world.
This was a first for New Zealand. I am
sure it won’t be the last.
The continuing ban on Barbara Dreaver
by the Fijian government is part of an
ongoing slip in freedom of expression
worldwide. Censorship in the Pacific is a
growing problem. Not just overt forms

like this, but what is called ‘silent
censorship’, the self-monitoring by
journalists afraid to speak out for fear of
persecution. Pacific Media Watch plays a
crucial role in reporting on issues of press
freedom in the Pacific under the direction
of David Robie, Professor of Communication Studies and Pacific Journalism at
Auckland University of Technology.
Each year PEN International produces
a case list of persecuted writers. From
January 2015 to Dec 2015 there were
1054 writers brought to PEN’s attention.
Methods of ‘persecution’ range from
killing, missing in action, imprisoned, to
presumed dead. Last year’s statistics
show that journalists, bloggers, and those
involved in digital media feature
prominently on the list.
Some of the writers on PEN’s case list
have been highlighted through the
support of Top of the South branch of the
New Zealand Society of Authors. Top of
the South branch has taken a lead role in
supporting PEN this year. It has
sponsored a radio show on local access

DANA WENSLEY PH.D. is spokesperson for PEN NZ. PEN promotes literature and freedom
of expression and is governed by the PEN Charter and the principles it embodies:
unhampered transmission of thought within each nation and between all nations.
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radio, Fresh FM. Each show begins with an essay
(which I write and research) which deals with
freedom of speech through the lens of one writer. So
far I have covered writers such as Salman Rushdie,
Aron Atabek, Arundhati Roy, Shakespeare, and Ted
Dawes.
To highlight the issues in the Pacific I spoke about
Behrouz Boochani. He is one writer out of the 1054
writers on PEN’s Case List. Boochani is an Iranian
national, a journalist and human rights advocate. In
Iran he was subject to surveillance and in 2013, he
was reportedly arrested, interrogated and threatened
by the Iranian Intelligence Services. Boochani fled
Iran on 13 May 2013 and was rescued at sea by the
Australian navy, whom he asked for asylum.
According to PEN’s information, Boochani was
taken to Manus Island Regional Processing Centre in
Papua New Guinea where he has allegedly faced
harassment for reporting to media organisations on
conditions inside the detention centre.
PEN’s case list details that since his detention,
Boochani has been documenting human rights
violations, which he passes on to the Humanitarian
Research Partners (HRP), who in turn pass the
information on to the United Nations and its
relevant agencies.
Foreign media and journalists like Barbara Dreaver
play a critical role in reporting on human rights abuses
and conditions in countries without a strong record of
press freedom. In their absence, writers like Boochani,
who write from the ‘inside’, are a crucial link to our
understanding of what goes on in the Pacific.
It takes courage to stand up and defend something
in the face of criticism. But without that courage we
are on a slippery slope to a media blackout.
Getting our story across is a crucial part of the
plan I have for PEN in the next few years. PEN’s
radio broadcasts have been turned into podcasts.
You can hear more about Boochani and other writers
which PEN represents on Fresh FM, Access Radio,
or follow the links to the podcasts ‘Top Writers’ from
the Top of the South Writers website at
http://www.topwriters.co.nz/. n
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

Auckland
Museum/
Research
Grant

2016

The NZ Society of
Authors in association
with the Auckland
Museum offer two
research grants for
writers who want to
utilise the resources of
the Auckland Museum
Library in the
development of their
fiction or non-fiction
manuscript.
National Grant $4,000
supplemented with
the option of 4 weeks’
accommodation at
the Michael King
Writers’ Centre.
Regional Grant $2,500
for writers in the
Auckland region.
Open to NZSA
members only.

Open for applications
12 August to 28
October
see

www.authors.org.nz
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The NZSA
Peter and Dianne
Beatson Fellowship
Michael Harlow, who was the 2016
recipient of this award, writes of the
benefits from the Fellowship.
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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T

he generosity of the award helped make real things happen in the house
of poetry for me; the untrammelled time to get down to the work of
writing. I’ve pretty much managed to complete a manuscript of prosepoems, All the Pianos in the Wood. In addition, some welcome spin-offs,
as it were. I used some of the stipend to accept an invitation to represent
New Zealand at the “Europa in Versi” Poetry Festival at Lake Como, Italy – one result
of which is a book selection of my poems being translated into Italian for publication
later this year. As well I was able to stop in Switzerland to complete, in collaboration
with the NZ-Suisse composer Kit Powell, a commissioned musical performance work,
Let All Words be Music for a chamber group and choir. Also I managed to tidy up for
publication by Otago University Press my forthcoming book of poems, Nothing for it
but to Sing. n

THE FAMILY AT LAST
Oh, happy somebodies at last.
Fluttering on their hooks,
such a family of clothes getting
together again; and a little play
of expectations: a hat doffed, a sleeve
or two shaking hands; someone
waving ‘hello I like the way
your are looking today’; or a
bodice full of steamy promises.
They are delighted to be lolling
about—eating air, leaning into
each other, a little caress here
another there, and what looks like
a discreet exchange of vows
from time to time. Hardly a wasp
of a dark word between them.
‘No need to hold on to who
we once were’; happy now to be
emptied of their former lives-crossing frontier after frontier,
with no names to call their own.
MICHAEL HARLOW

from Nothing for it but to sing / OUP 2016
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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PANZ Book Design Awards:
Young Designer of the Year 2016:

Anna Egan-Reid

T

he recipient for the Allen &
Unwin Young Designer of the
Year Award was Anna Egan-Reid
announced as the unequivocal winner.
The convening judge Odessa Owens,
programme leader for the Whitireia
Publishing Programme, was impressed
by Anna’s “skill in dealing with a wide
range of texts images and audiences. May
she continue to make books for many
years to come.”
Here is Anna’s response to winning
the award.
“I am thrilled to have won Young
Designer of the Year for 2016. It’s great
that we have these awards in New
Zealand as it gives designers something
to aim for and recognises some great
talent. Many of the previous winners of
this award are designers whose work I
greatly admire.
I’ve been producing books for many
years now, though not always as a
designer. I started typesetting and layout
over a decade ago but it took me a few
years before I tried my hand at design.
Being largely self-taught, finding
opportunities to learn all the relevant
skills was a slow process and it took a
long time before I had confidence to call

NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

myself a designer. Over that time my
aesthetic has evolved and improved
dramatically – I think having a solid
foundation in page layout and classical
typography has been a huge advantage in
my work.
Winning this award is validation that I
have reached a level that I’ve always
aspired to. You could say it was a long
time coming and I am not quite as young
as I was when I was first shortlisted
for the award four years ago!
Book design is an extremely rewarding
job and I love creating something that
people love and cherish. I hope that
winning this award will open even more
doors and introduce me to new clients so
I can continue to work on a broad range
of titles in the years to come.” n
Books entered:
They Let Me Write a Book!. Jamie Curry.
(HarperCollins NZ),
Death and Forgiveness. Jindra Tichá.
(Mary Egan Publishing),
Stories Men Tell. Neville Aitchison and John
Keir. (Mary Egan Publishing),
The Darlimurla Letters. Trish Macky.
(Tui Press),
Living in Paradox. Garth Falconer.
(Blue Acres Press).
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Successful Playwriting
Justine Eade is a successful New Zealand playwright: Central Otago
Man was presented this year at Howick Little Theatre and his latest play
Maungatapu was performed for Nelson City Council’s Heritage Week.

I

have been writing screenplays since
1995, usually part-time around
other jobs, but full-time since 2008
after leaving my job at Sky TV.
I’ve had a few scripts optioned,
have done some TV work, and have had
radio plays and short stories broadcast on
National Radio, but things didn’t really
start happening for me till I won a US
screenplay competition in 2011.
I was told I had made the top three for
the Kairos Prize and would be flown to
Los Angeles by the organisers,
Movieguide, to attend the awards
ceremony at the Hilton Hotel, Universal
City. I took my mother along as she had
supported me in my writing and I knew
it would be a big thrill for her. Attending
the ceremony in the Hilton Ballroom
with about 450 Hollywood producers,
directors, actors and even studio heads
was a real buzz. After other prizes were
handed out, they came to the Kairos
Prize for Screenplays which was
nerve-wracking for all the finalists as we
didn’t know who had won. Soon it
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

became apparent, when the other two
finalists had been called up on stage, that
I had won the Grand Prize of $25,000. I
went forward and received the award
from the head of MGM studios, made a
brief speech to all these Hollywood
luminaries, then went back stage to get
photographed and interviewed, feeling
like a rock star. My mother, needless to
say, was very proud. It was a big moment
as it had been a struggle after leaving my
full time job and finances and morale
were running quite low, so this was a
massive boost.
Following the competition, my script,
Blue Water Metal, was read around top
Hollywood Studio Execs, and there was
some interest, but nobody picked it
up and eventually interest seemed to
die away.
I carried on writing film scripts and
plays and in 2013 returned to LA to
attend a couple of ‘pitchfests’, basically
speed dating with producers and agents.
I had prepared a pitch for another
script, a comedy, but in talking to a wise
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older gent from Texas in the hotel that
morning he said ‘you should absolutely
pitch your competition-winning script’,
so I did. In doing so I found a lot of the
execs I pitched to had heard of my
script as it had ‘done the rounds’ in
Hollywood. One producer I met with in
Santa Monica took it to a couple of his
contacts at Sony and Lionsgate who said
it was good, but very ‘execution
dependent’, which I guess is code for ‘we
don’t want to take a risk on an unknown
writer’ or something like that.
In 2015 I was emailing an LA
producing team, two guys I had been in
contact with for years who now had quite
a bit of momentum after a recent movie
of theirs was highly successful. I guess
the competition win in 2011 had given
Blue Water Metal some credibility and
they had also read several of my other
scripts so felt that I could write. In early
2016 they felt the time was right and sent
me a formal agreement and optioned the
script to move forward into production
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some time hopefully in the near future.
I’m hoping to meet them when I pass
through LA in August and see what the
status is, but their success gives me
confidence they can get movies made,
and made well.
Meantime I continue to make short
films locally and produce my plays. Last
year it was Central Otago Man in Nelson
and also at Howick Little Theatre in
Auckland, and this year I’m producing
Maungatapu at the Nelson Arts Festival,
about New Zealand’s best known case of
bush-ranging in 1866.
So the moral of the story I guess is it’s
worth persevering, and networking over
time. It’s been 21 years of writing now
and it’s been a struggle, but you just
never know when it’s your time, so if
writing’s something you’ve got to do, just
keep doing it till the walls come down.
People are always hungry for stories and
if you have a compulsion to tell them
don’t let anything stop you going for it. n
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Boosted:

Making Art Happen

A

rt costs money. This might
seem like a no brainer, but
so often artists are expected
to give up their time and
energy for free, or complete
projects for a fraction of their cost.
This is where Boosted can help.
As New Zealand’s only arts based
crowdfunding platform we understand
the realities of being creative in this
country. Not only do we work with
artists everyday to help them achieve
their goals, but everyone at Boosted is
either an artist or has been involved in
the industry for many years. We’re
passionate about arts in New Zealand,
and this helped us to achieve an 86%
success rate last year, one of the highest
in the world. Registering a project with
Boosted is putting yourself in some
very capable hands.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

So you have a dream project and an
audience and the only thing standing in
your way is money. The first thing is to
do is visit the Boosted site and register
your project.
One of our staff will look over it and
get in touch with you.
We don’t judge the art. Our only
criteria are, does it fall into an arts
genre/is it creative based and does it
benefit New Zealand or New Zealanders
in some way. We have everyone from
individual artists who just need a few
hundred dollars, to arts organisations
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

seeking hundreds of thousands. We’ve
worked with film makers, authors,
painters, game designers, sculptors,
rappers, ballet dancers, hip hop
dancers, theatre groups and every other
kind of artist imaginable.
With the formalities out of the way
it’s time to start getting your project
page together. You can upload images,
video, and copy.
This is most people’s first point of
contact with your campaign so it’s
important to make sure its engaging and
eye catching, but don’t worry if you get
stuck we’re happy to give you a hand.
You need to decide on a target (how
much money you’re asking for), if you
don’t hit you’re target the money gets
returned to the donors, so it’s important
to ask for a realistic amount.
We’ll go over it once more and if
everything’s looking good it’s time for
you to get it out into the world.
GETTING THE WORD OUT

Once you’re live you go out to your
networks and let them know about this
amazing idea you have. Your networks
already exist, they’re your friends,
family, fans, followers, workmates, and
anyone and everyone who is interested
in what you do.
You’re going to need to approach
people more than once so it’s important
to think of interesting ways to keep
reaching out without them becoming
fatigued.
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The best way to do this is to let people into your
practice, share samples of your work, photos or
videos of your studio space, updates on how the
campaigns going, host an event.
It’s important to keep in mind that crowdfunding
isn’t begging, you’re inviting people into your creative
practice and allowing them the chance to support you.
IT’S NOT JUST ABOUT THE $

Which brings me to my next point, crowdfunding
isn’t just about the money, sure that’s a great part of
it, but just as importantly it’s a chance for you to
grow your networks and strengthen the ones you
already have. Once people have given you money,
they feel invested in your practice, especially if you
keep in contact after the campaign is finished.
There’s a feature on the Boosted site where you’re
able to download details of everyone who’s donated.
These people can then be added to your database and
brought along with you as your career progresses.
So that’s Boosted in a nutshell, if you have an idea
that needs funding for or just a question
		
get in touch, we love to talk art
		
and crowdfunding. n
		
Dominic Hoey

CHILDREN’S
HEAD WRITING

Petunia Paris’s Parrot
Katie Haworth was picture book editor at Penguin and is now senior
editor of children’s books for Templar in London. Rae McGregor put
some questions to this New Zealand author now living and working
in London about her children’s book which has just been published.

H

ow did Petunia Paris’s
Parrot came to fruition?
Petunia a wealthy
over-indulged child
wanted for her sixth
birthday a parrot from Peru. There
ensues a story of wonderment with room
for some interesting alliteration and a
delightfully colourful ending.
Originally Katie Haworth trained as an
actor, but she realised after graduating
that it was a perilous profession. She
admits that she had been told this before
going to drama school but had not
listened. She went on to complete the
Diploma of Publishing at Whitireia
Polytechnic in Wellington under Rachel
Lawson. At 23 she says she was
determined to stop being scared about
putting herself forward for things she
wanted to do so when an editorial
assistant role came up at Mallinson
Rendel Publishers which was an
independent children’s publisher in
Wellington she applied. It was a personal
test and to her surprise she got the job.
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

Ann Mallinson, the publishing director,
was a wonderful picture book publisher
and also very supportive and Katie says
that she learned so much from her at the
beginning of her career.
In her first six years in the publishing
business she worked, she says, with some
of the best storytellers in New Zealand
children’s books. Writers who influenced
her were Lynley Dodd, Fleur Beale, David
Hill and Vasanti Unka. As a children’s
editor she works on story structure every
day so believes that is something she
tries to bring into her own writing.
I asked her if this was the first
children’s book she had written and she
said that there were some others currently
hiding in her laptop in a folder marked
‘really boring stuff’ in case anyone
stumbles upon them and finds something
that’s not yet finished. She does in-house
work for Templar the company she works
for and she wrote Terrible Tim which was
illustrated by Laura Hughes, and
published by Templar.
The illustrations in Petunia Paris’s Parrot
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are beautiful and I asked Katie about the
relationship between her and the
illustrator. It is very interesting that Katie
handed her work over to a very good
editor and a good designer. She says:
“I was able to make comments on
roughs and on final illustrations, but I
had very few of these! I find that
collaborations like this usually work best
when both or all parties have a sense of
ownership and often the best work
comes when you trust someone else to
put as much – if not more – of their
vision into something as you.”
It is always fascinating to think about
where the ideas for the story come from
and we all know that writers have plenty
of imagination and let’s not deny that
ability, but Katie did say that when she
first moved to the UK she lived in a flat
with a girl who was a teacher at one of
the wealthiest schools in London, and
Petunia herself is a response to some of
her flatmate’s work stories. There is a lot
of alliteration in the story and I asked if
the idea of a book with alliteration had
been in her mind for a while.
“No, never! Well...maybe. I love poetry
and I love how language can be fun to say.
In this case I started with a parrot decided
that Petunia had to be the character’s
name and then alliteration sort of
happened. I have never been able to play
an instrument or sing (very) in tune, but I
think I always write with an ear for the
musicality of the words. In most cases you
don’t read a picture book story in silence,
you read it aloud, so it has to sound right
and euphonic poetic devices and rhythm
are essential to conveying nuanced

meaning in few words.”
I also commented that there were some
quite testing words for children in the
story, such as ‘conversationalists’
‘pertinent’ ‘preposterous’ ‘composure’
‘perturbed’. Katie replied that she
believed that putting words into an
understandable context and allowing
children and parents to be playful with
them encourages a love of language.
She comments: “I still remember
coming across ‘soporific’ in a Beatrix
Potter when I was very young and
finding it first confusing then fascinating,
then demanding an explanation.”
When I asked Katie if there were more
Petunia books to come she replied.
“I really need to talk to the parrot. I
asked him if he wanted to participate,
but there was no reply. I may have to
catch a plane to Peru to persuade him.
Petunia, however, is pestering me to put
pen to paper.” n

Petunia Paris’s Parrot by Katie Haworth and illustrated by Jo Williamson is published by
Five Mile an imprint of Bonnier Publishing Australia. (ISBN 9781760403690)
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Ten Reasons to attend the National Writers Forum
NWF offers inspiration, knowledge and connections. You will come away knowing
more about writing, publishing and the key players are in New Zealand and further
afield.
You will meet other writers. It might sound obvious, but where else can you meet so
many other writers at so many different stages in their writing careers?
You will get energized. You need passion and perseverance to be a writer but what
sustains that grit and determination? There’s nothing more motivating than an event
like the NWF. Inspiration and energy will flow.
With focused panels, workshops and masterclasses, you can create your ideal
experience. That can be delving deeper into your craft, demystifying the complexities
of different publishing platforms, or figuring out the best marketing tools for you and
your book. Choose the sessions that matter to you and return home more confident
about the next step.
Talk with the exhibitors at the conference to find out what’s available for writers, both
up and coming and established. Organisations who provide services to writers are
exhibiting at the event and they will welcome your interest.
Get one step closer to your goal. Whether you are a mid-career writer or just starting
your journey, your knowledge, talent and skills can increase. Coming to the NWF will
get you closer to your personal goal.
NWF is all about building community. Spending the weekend with other writers and
like-minded people will allow you to develop your own personal writing community.
Learn in a new space. An event like the NWF will force you to break out of your
comfort zone. Change old ways of thinking, break stale routines, shake yourself out of
that rut.
Invest in yourself. No matter where you are with your manuscript, your back-list, your
career, there’s always something new to learn or a new way of seeing something. This
is especially so right now with the fluid state of the publishing sector.
Strengthen your identity as a writer. Many writers feel they haven’t made it until they
are famous; imposter syndrome rears its head to undermine your writer identity. Go
with the positive and practice you passion. Mingling with like-minded people at the
NWF will reinforce what you know: that YOU are a writer. Reminding yourself that you
are part of a community of writers will be liberating. n
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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SATURDAY 17 SEPTEMBER
8am		
		

Registration opens at the Owen G Glenn Building,
University of Auckland, 12 Grafton Road, Auckland

9am		
Keynote address by Chris Cleave:
		 The Clocks are Striking Thirteen
10am		

MORNING TEA

Choose between
10:30am
		 Making an award winner
		
Stephen Daisley in conversation with his editor Mandy Brett
		 The Perfect Pitch
		 with publishers Duncan Grieve, Melanie Laville-Moore, Kevin
		
Chapman, Harriet Allan, chaired by Scott Pack
		
Structure, Plot & Pace
		 with Ben Sanders, Greg McGee and Catherine Robertson
12:00		

LUNCH

1:00pm		
		
		

Choose between
Are you there yet? Getting your manuscript ready
with Mandy Brett and Geoff Walker

		

Unprintable Books with Kate Pullinger

		
		

Copyright and Contracts with Michael Wolfe, Paula Browning,
Sam Elworthy and Joan Rosier-Jones

2:00		

CHANGE OVER

Choose between
2:10		
		
Beyond the book: Being a writer
		 with Nalini Singh and Yvonne Thynne
		

The future of publishing with Scott Pack and Dominic Hoey

		 The art of the short story writing workshop with Patricia Grace
3:30		

AFTERNOON TEA

4:00		
		

Announcement of the CLNZ Writers Award $25,000
winner immediately followed by

		
		
		
		

The Great Debate: Four kiwi writers battle to the death over the
assertion that ‘New Zealand Literature Needs Special Treatment’
Paula Morris, Toby Manhire, Michele A’Court, Leilani Tamu.
Moderator Te Radar.

5:15		

CLNZ NETWORKING DRINKS & CANAPÉS

7:30		

End of day one
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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SUNDAY 18 SEPTEMBER
9am		
		
		

Choose between
The Political is personal: autobiographical and political comics.
Sarah Laing and Toby Morris

		
		
		

Publishing 101 – making a book
(print and digital) with Mary Egan, Martin Taylor, 		
Jenna Todd, Malcolm Neil

		
Building fantastic worlds
		 masterclass with Helen Lowe
10:30am

MORNING TEA

11:00am
		

Choose between
Writing psychology masterclass with Chris Cleave

		

Publicity Masterclass with Elizabeth Heritage

		
Creating fact from fiction
		 writing workshop with Anna Mackenzie
12:30		

LUNCH

1:30pm		
		

Choose between
Support, Sustain and Survive panel session

		 Writing Fale Aitu | Spirit House case study with Tusiata Avia
		
		

Live Live Editing Enter the first paragraph of your manuscript and
see if it is drawn for a live edit.

2:30		

CHANGE OVER

I wish I knew when I didn’t know…
2:40		
		 panel session with Patricia Grace, Stephen Daisley,
		
Kate Pullinger and Chris Cleave
4:00		

CLOSING COMMENTS

You can read about sessions and speakers at www.nationalwritersforum.org.nz
The programme is correct at the time of publication but may be changed prior to the
event. Delegates will be notified.
Tickets can be purchased from iTicket
Thank you to NWF supporters:

NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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Mind Body Spirit BOOK AWARDS

And the winners are...
UNPUBLISHED MANUSCRIPT
CATEGORY WINNER
$10,000 SINGLE AWARD

BOOK CATEGORY WINNER
$10,000 SINGLE AWARD

Linda George

Alastair Bruce Scott-Hill

‘Living in the Big Picture.’ ‘The Paranormal is Normal’
(Xcell Books/The Copy Press)

Congratulations to all this years entrants
www.awct.org.nz/bookawards.asp
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Trying to get published
across the ditch
BY ELSBETH HARDIE

My first book The Girl Who Stole Stockings was published in
Melbourne last October. The first question any aspiring author
asks me about it is ‘how did you find a publisher?’.

I

am not your typical first time
author in that I didn’t have large
ambitions for my book. After seven
years of research and writing a
nonfiction historical account of
the women who travelled on the convict
ship Friends to New South Wales in 1811,
I just wanted to get the information I’d
uncovered into circulation.
I knew I had an immensely readable
story. I knew I was making history more
accessible than some other writers
steeped in academia (I learned to write as
a journalist). However, I thought my
audience would be limited to those
interested in the colonial convict era.
I approached Peter Tapp, a friend in
Melbourne for advice. He had a
publishing business – Australian Teachers
of Media Inc. (ATOM) – and he ended up
offering to publish it for me. That was
that. Distributors were appointed in
Australia and New Zealand and I invested
some time and money in promotion.
From the start, I thought my book’s
major market would be Australia, but I
was wrong. The Girl Who Stole Stockings
has sold much better in New Zealand,
largely because media coverage has
focussed on me as a Kiwi and because I
have a personal connection with the
story, as I am a descendant of the book’s
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

main subject. And it’s proving popular
with lovers of history. There’s been some
press, coverage on spinoff.co.nz, and
radio interviews including a
wide-reaching one with Kathryn Ryan on
“Nine to Noon”. I’ve given talks in the
community. I gave a reading at the
Auckland Writers’ Festival. There has
been ‘‘word of mouth’’.
Across the ditch it’s been a different
story: I’ve done eight radio interviews, but
there has been virtually no print coverage.
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In Australia, I am an authorial
nonentity. I have no literary track record,
no “block buster” to assure huge sales,
and none of the currency associated with
a new health fad or sporting triumph. I
don’t have a prestigious position in an
academic institution. I’m not Australian.
The tens of thousands of potential
readers I thought I might have in the
descendants of the Friends’ women aren’t
even aware they have any connection to
them five generations later.
The big Australian publishers are
taking about 60 books each to market
every month, including their
international titles. About 10 per cent of
their books account for 90 per cent of
sales, but all of them are vying for
attention from the publishers’
diminishing sales teams, and for the
interest of bookstore buyers who can
provide the holy grail of shelf space.
Then, there are the 500-plus smaller
publishing houses that are also trying to
peddle their offerings.
“Most bookstore owners don’t even get
the chance to ‘smell’ the book on offer
these days,” says long-time Australian
book marketer Alan Davidson. “Instead,
the big publishers market books on the
internet and the chance to sell in 20
copies instead of one is gone”.
Books from smaller publishers, with
unknown authors and limited marketing
support, are always going to struggle
unless they can claim some level of
topicality or if they manage to score a
review in the mainstream media. Much
further down the food chain, groping for
attention, is the self-published book.
So how does a New Zealand author
crack the Australian market?
Davidson, who was the marketing
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

director at Random House before he went
freelance, says it’s necessary to appoint a
literary agent from the outset so that they
can approach publishers on your behalf,
starting with the “A list” and working
on down.
An agent will be brutally honest about
your book and its publishing potential.
They take a commission on the RRP – 10
to 15 per cent – so they are only going to
work with a title if they think it has legs.
Most agents are inundated with approaches
but the good ones can determine fairly
quickly if a work has merit and what
editing work may be necessary to whip it
into shape for publication.
The huge changes seen with the advent
of online book sales and the competitive
challenges they bring to the storefront
scene play their part too. More and more,
even hard copy books are retailing online
only. A good agent will help manage your
publishing expectations. n
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Book Week 22-28 October 2016

T

his year the New Zealand Society of
Authors is not alone making plans
for a week-long celebration promoting
and celebrating NZ authors, NZ books,
reading and the “business” of books.
Book week rolls straight into Bookshop
day held nationwide on 29th October.
National Office put a call out to
members and compiled a great list of
authors around New Zealand who are
keen to do something at their local
library and bookshop and that list has
been passed on to Booksellers and
Public Libraries.

NORTHLAND BRANCH plan to celebrate
Book Week with an event at Kings
Theatre Creative in Kawakawa 1.30-4pm
on Sunday 30 October.
Their keynote speaker is Aroha Harris,
co-author of Tangata Whenua: An
Illustrated History, winner of the Ockham
New Zealand Book Award 2016 for
illustrated non-fiction. Tangata Whenua:
An Illustrated History by Atholl Anderson,
Judith Binney, and Aroha Harris is
published by Bridget Williams Books.
Aroha is a Northland local of Nga Puhi
and Te Rarawa iwi, who lives in Auckland.

CANTERBURY
WORKSHOPS
DATES:

FRIDAY 21 AND SATURDAY 22 OCTOBER
VENUE:

SOUTH CHRISTCHURCH LIBRARY,
COLOMBO STREET, CHRISTCHURCH
Sessions with Mandy Hager, Nicki Hager, Sarah
Laing, Rachel McAlpine, Rachel O’Connor,
Harry Rickets, Jillian Sullivan and Brian Turner.
Find out more at

https://nzsacanterbury.wordpress.com/

NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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comment, opinion, poetry,
letters and a prize-winning
cryptic crossword.

SubScribe today
www.nzbooks.org.nz
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planning a month-long book display in
its foyer of New Zealand books, with a
focus in particular on those written by
Northland authors.
CANTERBURY BRANCH is hosting a

Local authors will present new work
published within the last year. They
include Bianca Staines, who will talk
about writing and publishing her young
adult novel, The Tale of Prince, Zana Bell,
who will introduce her historical
romance, Forbidden Frontier and Maureen
Sudlow, who will present her children’s
picture book, Fearless Fred and the Flood.
The Procter Library in Kerikeri is also

weekend of free writing workshops
running on Friday 21 and Saturday 22
October. They have an impressive line-up
of speakers including Mandy Hager,
Nicki Hager, Sarah Laing, Rachel
McAlpine, Rachel O’Connor, Harry
Rickets, Jillian Sullivan and Brian Turner.
The New Zealand Heritage Writing
Competition run by the Canterbury
Branch is open to all writers until 9
September. At the end of the workshops
on Saturday there is the prize giving
ceremony for the NZ Heritage Writing
Competition winners. The judges for the
competition Carl Nixon (short prose),
Coral Atkinson (fiction book), Chris
Moore (non-fiction book) and Barbara
Petrie (poetry).
Once your branch has firmed up plans
for any events, which could be an
author’s talk, writing workshop, book
launch, reading – it’s over to your
imagination, let National Office know
and we will help promote it. n

Hachette Mentoring programme
in association with the New Zealand Society of Authors
This programme gives one writer the opportunity to work on a new draft of their
manuscript under the mentorship of Hachette Australia.
• Applicants will have a completed manuscript that has progressed beyond first draft.
• Applications open 10 October and close 13 November.
• The Hachette mentorship programme is not a guarantee of publication. Hachette
may, however, consider all submitted manuscripts for publication.
For application guidelines and full terms and conditions
visit www.authors.org.nz or email office@nzauthors.org.nz
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The Dublin

Writers Museum
RAE MC GREGOR
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Sitting in a glass case was a battered portable typewriter supposedly
having belonged to Brendan Behan who in madness, drunkenness, or
just sheer writer’s frustration threw it out the window. It still looked
like it would work, a pretty tough machine a bit like its owner..

T

he Dublin Writers Museum is
in a lovely Georgian house at
18 Parnell Square and was built
in 1780 and the beautiful plaster work
survives in the entrance hall and on the
first floor.
In 1891 the house came into the
Jameson family ownership (of whisky
fame) and in 1914 Jameson left the house
and it was taken over by the City of
Dublin Vocational school who built the
large rear annexe. In 1985 it was proposed
that it become the Dublin Writers
Museum. With the help of the National
Lottery and the European Regional
Development Fund it was restored and
was officially opened in 1991.
The museum was established to
promote interest in Irish literature and
the lives and words of individual Irish
writers. It is a fascinating place and I
loved being in close proximity to the
original manuscripts of Yeats and Synge
and there is a signed copy of James
Joyce’s Ulysses which was published in
1922 the year of Irish independence.
There is also a first edition of Bram
Stoker’s Dracula surely Irish imagination
at its darkest. Oscar Wilde and Bernard
Shaw are also represented.
On display was Samuel Beckett’s
custom made telephone. On the top of the
squat black phone were two buttons red
and green. The red button blocked
telephone calls and the green button
accepted them. Only his closest friends
knew the green button hours. Beckett won
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

a Nobel prize for literature but gave most
of the money away. His wife referred to
the win as a catastrophe probably because
of the notoriety it brought with it.
Upstairs in the museum is the most
beautifully decorated Gallery of Writers.
Amongst the busts and portraits is James
Joyce’s piano. But it is the room that is so
welcoming and it is used for a variety of
writer’s events from readings to
book launches.
Then there is the stained glass window
which has to be one of the nicest I have
ever seen that celebrates writers and
writing. Dublin has been designated a
UNESCO City of Literature and this
museum which feels more like being in
an elegant home underscores the
importance the Irish place on their
national writers. Could we do something
like this in Dunedin which is our
UNESCO city of Literature? Of course
we don’t have the Georgian building to
house it but it’s definitely on my
wish list. n

“

On the top of the squat black
phone were two buttons red
and green. The red button
blocked telephone calls and
the green button accepted
them. Only his closest friends
knew the green button hours.
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Writers on Writers –
From our PEN Gazette July 1970
Looking back 46 years (when some of our Honoured Members joined
NZSA) it would seem that some things haven’t changed.

D

ennis Glover In “Affairs” answers
the question: ‘Are New Zealand
publishers doing as much as they should
for New Zealand poets?’
“Far too much. Now when I was young
nobody would publish my immortal
works- they were wrong of course – so
like William Caxton I set up a press and
did it for myself. The printing press told
me what to do. Like a computer it was
too often wrong, but never mind. Today
poetry is a major secondary industry, as

Nielsen Title
Editor, one-stop
service for
publishers

Professor Gordon once remarked. Too
much beginners stuff gets into booklet
form today. I’m a bit distressed about
their sometimes brash ignorance. I’ve had
it proudly announced to me “This is my
first poem”. Goodly, ho, but no poet,
repeat no poet, springs fully armed into
battle as Athene did from the head of
Papa Zeus. Good Luck to them anyway.
They’ll mostly grow out of it when womb
children replace their brainstorms and
the rates fall due.”
JAMES K. BAXTER: “I have found that
to do as far as possible without money or
books has brought me to the fringes of a
new universe of great beauty and

Rick Shera

e: pubanz@nielsen.com
www.nielsentitleeditor.com

rjs@lojo.co.nz t @lawgeeknz

Intellectual Property
+ New Media Advice
+ Internet Law

Lowndes Jordan, Barristers + Solicitors, Level 15
PWC Tower, 18 8 Quay Street, Auckland, NZ
p +64 9 309 2500, www.lojo.co.nz
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powerful involvement in the lives of
others. Poverty has not made me chaste
or wise or humble. Yet it is a beginning.
It opens up roads towards other people.”
FLEUR ADCOCK: “I went to a meeting
of poets in Earls Court to discuss the
setting up of a “Poets’ Trade Union”. All
they seemed to think about was laying
down minimum fees for their poetry
readings – which have become quite a
big industry here. No one talked about
actually writing the stuff, it was all just
money, money – but quite amusing. One
poor young bloke stood up and said no
one had ever heard of him but every now
and then he was asked to read his poems
and he would quite happily do so for two
pounds because he liked it. And
everyone glared and shouted at him. I sat
there feeling guilty about reading at
Andrew’s (ed. her son) school for nothing
– but I’d do it again. Dannie Abse who
was sitting next to me also read there for
nothing, although recently he’d been on
a reading tour of the USA collecting vast
fees. This seems to me logical – get
money from the rich (i.e. American
universities) if you can, and then you can
afford to do favours for your friends.”

IAN CROSS: (discussing the New
Zealand Literary scene in “Affairs”).
“Earlier in the decade some
experiences suggested to me that it
wasn’t a good scene to use current
jargon. Bit stuffy, lots of mind odours,
not enough generosity of spirit. Colonials
are essentially people who can’t believe
in each other, and there are lots of
colonials in New Zealand. In any
province too, are some high levels of
frustration and too many second-rate
minds gone sour and malicious. I’m far
too good natured and innocent to enjoy
their company. But it does annoy me that
somebody as great as Charles Brasch*
isn’t accorded recognition and due from
the country he’s served so well in the
arts. I suppose for more than a generation
now he’s tried to lift the life of this
country out of mundane provincial
mockery. He’s in an entirely different
paddock from mine, in most things,
including writing, I suspect, so when I
hang over the fence and say that he is
one of our few greats, I’m not tugging a
forelock to any artistic father figure.
Anything but.” n
*Charles Brasch founded Landfall in 1947 and
was editor until 1966. He died in 1973.

HONOURS LIST
The NZSA’s Honours list recognises those members who have had uninterrupted loyalty to
NZSA for over 45 years. Their longevity as a writer and the collective spirit that has kept
them members for the greater good of all writers is among our reasons for honouring them.
Many younger writers may not realise that the Public Lending Right would not exist without
the advocacy work of PEN/NZSA. These writers are part of a group that have lead the way
for authors and poets in New Zealand.

TOTAL HONOURS LIST:
Marilyn Duckworth (joining date 1959), Ian Cross (1959), Joy Cowley (1966), John
Dunmore (1970), Alan Roddick (1970), Philip Temple (1970), Beverley Price (1970),
James McNeish (1970), Anne Holden (1970), Witi Ihimaera (1971), Paul Maunder
(1971), Fiona Kidman (1971), and Bernard Brown (1971).

NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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Janet Frame Memorial Address:
Joan Rosier-Jones, NZSA’s President of Honour,
will deliver the Janet Frame Memorial Address

AUTHORS, AN ENDANGERED SPECIES:
CHANGES IN COPYRIGHT AND CONTRACTS
DATE:
Friday 16 September
START TIME:
5.00p.m.
VENUE:
Whare Wananga, level 2 Auckland Central Library,
44-46 Lorne St, Auckland
There will be some drinks and nibbles in the room next to Whare Wananga
after the lecture. It is the afternoon before the National Writers Forum so is a
perfect opportunity for writers travelling to NWF to gather with Auckland
writers. Watch the e-news bulletin for more information.
This is a free event open to all.
MEMBERSHIP UPDATE

NEW: Suzanne Ashmore, Jean Machuca, Isabel Gilbert Palmer, Michael Armstrong, Fleur Miller, John
McCormick, Alexander Stronach, Anwen Robinson, Stefan Laing, Michael Donaldson, Sarina Dickson,
Murray Peat, Weng Wai Bing, Lynn Kirkland, Bruce Rogan, Ruth Caukwell, Philip Norman, Pamela
Gordon, John Stubbs, Gabrielle Huria, Pixi Robertson, Ailsa Warburton, Jordan Alexander, Dale Alderson,
Kate Day, Denise Jensen, Mary Borok, Patricia Zaw, Kait Konings, Jody Reynolds, Kerin Casey, Naomi
Austin, Rod Smith, Gudrun Frerichs ,Katherine Kelly, Catherine Foster, Gwen Young-James, Sheila
Kennard, Nicky Webber, Florence Sorrel, Alice Patrick, Michael Topschij, Patricia Robinson, Z R
Southcombe, Marolyn Krasner, Jim Kennard, Paul Gray, Ruth Low, Debra Mortensen, Tony Seatter,
Bronwyn Porter REJOINED: Felicity Price, Elena de Roo, Tim Upperton, Firooz Eftekhar Zadeh, Phyll
Holroyd, Noel O’Hare, Alice Miller, Jackie Mortimer, Elaine McGough, Val Mills, Justine Payen, Gillian
Torckler, Jane England, Faye McIlroy

NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —
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Sex Sells

By a respectable author
who would prefer to remain anonymous.

I

recently read in The New Yorker that it’s never
been easier to be a writer and yet it’s never
been harder to make a living as one.
And I know exactly what the writer of that
article meant. Everyone can have their published
say these days, to blog about and post their every
thought, but it is actually becoming increasingly
difficult to turn those words into money, let alone
a living wage.
Which is why I feel rather pleased with myself
to have made a decent living, predominantly as a
writer for over 20 years. Of course, there have
been times when doors have closed on me (and
sometimes slammed) but new things always seem
to spring up to replace the old and while I do
sometimes get anxious about it, so far so good.
Sometimes I even find myself at what is perceived
as the glamorous end of the writing wedge,
writing travel stories; other times I’m creating text
for websites, menus, advertisements or direct mail
– and quite often the more boring a thing is to
write about, the better one gets paid.
But surely, my most scandalous writing gig has
to have been that spell when I wrote erotic fiction
for a living.
Because somebody has to.
Happily, by the time I turned my hand to that
sort of story, I’d already been writing for years and
was no stranger to inventing things. I’d written
about parenting before I had kids, I’d written
about food with no passionate interest in cuisine
(aside from loving to eat), and anyone who knows
how I dress must have thought it hilarious when I
was editing that fashion magazine.
And despite not being any kind of expert
between the sheets, I used my lively imagination
to my advantage and dreamed up all sorts of
NEW ZEALAND AUTHOR —

WRITING EXCELLENCE

Writing New Zealand:
People, Politics, Place

A residential workshop
for active writers
Vaughan Park,
Long Bay, Auckland
Saturday 22 and
Sunday 23 October 2016
Aotearoa inspires powerful
writing in all genres – the
works inspired by our land
and its people continue
to shape and inform our
nation. Delegates will be
treated to a range of our
finest writers who will share
why New Zealand-inspired
content matters.
The workshop is held at the
beautiful Vaughan Park retreat
over two stimulating days.
The programme has been
designed for experienced
writers to hone their craft
in a high-level intensive
symposium style seminar.
Applications close on 15
September. Places are
limited.
For programme details and
application form, please visit
our web site or email:
www.writerscentre.org.nz

writingnz@writerscentre.org.nz
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COURAGE
DAY
– NOVEMBER 15
COURAGE DAY IS THE
INTERNATIONAL DAY FOR THE
IMPRISONED WRITER.
Courage Day is an opportunity to
recognise and support writers
who resist repression of the basic
human right to freedom of
expression and who stand up to
attacks made against their right
to impart information.
If you would like to be one of the WiP
writer, sending letters to support
imprisoned writers, please contact
Lesley Marshall
editline@xtra.co.nz
and she will keep you informed about
what campaign needs your letter.
If you would like to plan an event or
activity on Courage Day, such as a
reading from an imprisoned writer at
your local library, please contact
National Office or our
Pen spokesperson Dana Wensley
PEN@nzauthors.org.nz.
You can find out more by going to

http://authors.org.nz/freedom-of-expression/
courage-day-and-the-empty-chair-campaign/

fictitious scenarios because there will
always be an appetite for titillating
literature. Luckily for my readers, the
characters I created didn’t share my
reservations about casual sex and were
anything but sensible about whom they
shagged. They went for the types of
partners sensible mothers warned their
offspring about. No need for any love or
respect in these erotic encounters; the stars
of these stories were just plain old
pleasure-seekers. With this genre I learnt
the importance of cutting to the chase.
So there I was, marginally prissy and
possibly repressed, while the inhabitants of
my stories became more and more the total
antithesis of me, having sex for all manner
of spurious reasons, sometimes even doing
it with the lights on. Crazy, I know.
I wrote about people having good
old-fashioned revenge sex. I wrote about
streakers who find themselves in the
netball team’s changing room, all stripped
and ready to go. I wrote about make-up
sex, break-up sex, not to mention run of
the mill outdoors sex, including an
exhibitionist who liked to do it in a glass
elevator. Naturally, I also touched on the
classics. Who could ignore the sex that
tradesmen routinely enjoy when greeted on
the job by lonely ladies wearing little else
but lingerie and a smile – which, let’s face
it, happens all the time. His piercing blue
eyes, her come hither thighs, his throbbing
manhood, her gushing spout… And
goodness me, but do you have any idea
how difficult it is to find new words for the
sex bits after you’ve used the standard ones
a few too many times?
Eventually though, I washed my hands
of pornography and vowed to never again
use the word pussy in a story unless
referring to an actual cat. n
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No responsibility can be accepted by NZ Author for claims made in these advertisements. Casual rates for
up to 30 words $45 +GST or $30 +GST for multiple bookings of 4 or more. Up to 70 words $80 +GST
or $55 for multiple bookings of 4 or more. Payment with booking.

FRESH WORDS DAILY Rae McGregor

MA: Author and experienced creative
writing tutor. Assessments for fiction and
non-fiction. For a brochure: Apartment 307,
8 Sydenham Road, Mt Eden 1024, Auckland
(09) 630 4472 or email mcgregors@xtra.
co.nz Member NZAMA

MANUSCRIPT ASSESSMENTS – SUE
REIDY Very experienced assessor of adult

fiction and YA (teenage) fiction. Published
author of four works of fiction (three books
internationally published). Contact suereidy@
gmail.com (09) 378 8883

DIGITAL-FIRST PUBLISHING FOR
PRINT AND EBOOKS Self-publish with

full, expert support, from manuscript to
publication. Amazon publishing, print
on demand, custom ebook conversion
and online book marketing. Free,
no-obligation quote. Contact Martin Taylor,
selfpublishbooks.nz

co.nz, you can also find us on Facebook.

FREELANCE EDITOR Over 30 years’
experience: general fiction, short stories,
thrillers, romances, historicals, sci-fi,
plays, family histories, theses, government
documents. References. Lesley Marshall,
Editline, 20 Beverley Cres., RD9, Whangarei
0179 Ph (09) 434-6814, editline@xtra.
co.nz. Member NZAMA.

CELIA COYNE EDITING Improve your
chances of getting published with my
help. Proofreading, editing, coaching,
trouble-shooting, website creation. 25+
years in publishing. Services tailored to your
needs and budget. www.mybrightwords.com
MICHAEL KING WRITERS’ CENTRE

Penguin NZ publisher. I offer editing,
manuscript assessment, publishing
consultancy, self-publishing/e-book options.
Fiction and non-fiction. Member NZAMA.
Contact: geoffwbooks@gmail.com.

Devonport, Auckland – Accommodation for
writers. Bedroom with private bathroom
and desk. Wifi. Suitable for a quiet place to
work or as a base for research in Auckland.
Shared living areas with one writer in
residence. $250 per week ($230 for NZSA
members), incl GST. One week minimum.
Vacancies in September and October 2016.
Apply administrator@writerscentre.org.nz or
phone 09 445 8451.

NORMAN BILBROUGH MANUSCRIPT
ASSESSMENTS Experienced writer,

JULIE O’BRIEN EDITING Editing,

GEOFF WALKER PUBLISHING
CONSULTANT Highly experienced former

teacher and assessor of fiction (adult,
teenage and children’s) and nonfiction.
For brochure contact: 2/144 Mairangi
Rd., Wilton, Wellington. ph: 04 4726824
norman@msassess.com or: 		
www.msassess.com/ Member NZAMA

proofreading and writing services. Qualified
journalist and editor, 15 years’ experience.
General non-fiction, short or long documents.
Specialist area of psychology and self-help.
www.julieobrienediting.co.nz.

SUE COPSEY, development and copy
editing. 20+ yrs in publishing: 4 yrs senior
editor at Dorling Kindersley UK, 15 project
manager for Pearson NZ. Rates tailored to
indie budgets. www.suecopsey.com

Playmarket, Box 9767, Wellington, or
email info@playmarket.org.nz. The fee for
assessments is $190.

GET PUBLISHED with Writes Hill Press.

Writer Julia Millen and editor/designer Lynn
Peck offer professional publishing services.
Contact: (04) 476 7370, www.writeshillpress.

DRAMA ASSESSMENTS write to

FREELANCE – quarterly 100% Kiwi
magazine for freelance writers. To find out
more, or to subscribe go to 		
www.writershelpingwriters.nz/

MEMBERSHIP
HEADBENEFITS

NZSA membership gives you access to a wide variety of benefits and a range of discounted services.
A full list is also available at www.authors.org.nz.
INFORMATION SERVICES

NZ Author – quarterly magazine
Literary Bulletin – fortnightly e-newsletter
Professional Development Leaflets in the
members’ area of the website
ADVICE AND ADVOCACY

Members Consultancy Service
We have an advisory committee whose
members respond to contract queries. Our
contracts consultancy service can be used after
a minimum of three months’ membership.
Advocacy
The main aim of NZSA’s advocacy is to represent
the professional interests of writers. To this end
we actively lobby the government, publishers,
broadcasters and others to ensure that writers are
treated fairly and adequately rewarded for the use
of their intellectual property.
Model Contracts
A number of model contracts are available in the
members’ area of the website.
DISCOUNTED BOOKLETS

Booklets on Writers and Tax, Self-publishing:
A writer’s guide, Marketing Your Book, Getting
Published and The Business of Writing (which
explains a standard publishing contract) are for
sale to members at a reduced rate. NZSA also
stocks a selected range of industry specific
discounted books.
MEMBERS-ONLY WEBSITE PAGES

The Members-only section of the NZSA website is
a source of information on all aspects of the
publishing process and includes a range of
contracts and guidelines for you to download.
This is where you go to find the Calendar of
Opportunities, read back copies of the Literary
Bulletin and NZ Author and to download leaflets.
REGIONAL BRANCHES AND HUBS

Our eight regional branches (Northland,
Auckland, Hamilton, Central, Wellington, Top of
the South, Canterbury and Otago/Southland) offer
the opportunity to network with other writers,
attend workshops, take part in seminars and
social events, learn aspects of the craft of writing,
enter branch competitions, hear speakers and
participate in decision-making about NZSA.
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES

Mentorship Programme
The NZSA adult mentorship programme is for
writers and illustrators who want professional
development, a safe space to discuss their work,
intellectual community, role models,
accountability and substantive feedback.
CompleteMS
This successful programme provides writers with
critical feedback on an advanced work of poetry,

fiction, short fiction or non-fiction in order to
bring it closer to publishable standards.
StartWrite
This popular programme operates throughout
the year, offering 28 subsidised assessments.
StartWrite offers a written assessment of a
chapter sample (up to 6000 words) and a
two-page synopsis. This non-competitive
programme is particularly useful for writers
seeking feedback at an early stage of their
project and can assist with content, viability of
concept, structure, character and plot
development by suggesting improvements and
providing advice on the next step.
Hachette Mentorship
One writer with a finished manuscript (beyond
first draft) is selected to be mentored by the
publisher Hachette Australia.
AWARDS, GRANTS, RESIDENCIES AND
FELLOWSHIPS

NZSA/CLNZ Research Grants opens in June
each year
Lilian Ida Smith Award opens every second
year in July (exclusive to members)
Janet Frame Memorial Award opens every
second year in July (exclusive to members)
NZSA/Peter and Dianne Beatson Fellowship
opens in August each year (exclusive to members)
NZSA/Auckland Museum Research Grants opens
in August each year (exclusive to members)
Keep an eye on the Literary Bulletin for any
additions to this list.
PROMOTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

Members’ Profiles
Members have a dedicated profile page on our
website. Profiles can include your photo, bio, list
of genres, writing skills, book-cover image, book
title and blurb.
Monthly New Books List
Members can have your latest book promoted
free of charge in our monthly New Books List.
This monthly list of new publications is emailed
to NZSA members, posted to the NZSA
Facebook page and emailed to key stakeholders
in the literary community.
Book Launch Promotion
Members can promote your book launch in the
fortnightly Literary Bulletin.
Promotion of Event and Opportunities
Members can promote events and opportunities
on our website.
Ghostwriters and Writers for Hire
The opportunity to list yourself and your skills in
our Ghostwriters and Writers for Hire listings. This

list is made available to those seeking skilled
writers to assist with paid writing projects.
MEMBERS’ DISCOUNTS

We have negotiated some great discounts for our
members. Let the provider know that you want
to take advantage of the NZSA discount when
you access their service. You will need to
provide your membership number and card
expiry date.
PR & Marketing
Lighthouse PR – Specialist book PR firm
Lighthouse PR is offering New Zealand Society
of Authors a 10% discount on its hourly rate for
the remainder of 2016 gallery.mailchimp.
com/905a5275ec5c023659502ec21/files/
Lighthouse_press_release_re_10_discount.pdf
Writing Courses
Creative Writing Otago 10% discount to
first-time students who are NZSA members.
Creative Hub 10% discount on 30-week fiction
course for NZSA members.
Editing, Proofreading, Digital Conversion,
Typing, Book design
Sue Copsey Freelance editor offers a 20%
discount for NZSA members.
Bellbird Words Proofreading, Editing and Writing
Services 15% discount for NZSA members.
Qualified proofreader and editor, journalist,
English scholar and published writer.
Deborah Shaw Editing and Proofreading Offers a
20% discount for NZSA members.
Proofreading and Editing Service My charge for
proofing and copy editing is $30 an hour
(negotiable, depending upon what is involved). I
offer members of NZSA a 20% discount.
Astute Editing & Proofreading 20% discount for
NZSA members.
Mary Egan Publishing Free eBook production
(valued at $500) with every full production
package (internal design, cover design and page
layout) through Mary Egan Publishing. Only for
NZSA members. Can include up to 24 black and
white photographs, no tables or diagrams.
Mebooks 20% off the cost of ebook conversions
to EPUB and Kindle mobi formats.
Meerkat Editing Services $50 discount for editing
and proofreading services to NZSA members.
Jo Murphy The service of editing and making
suggestions free for the first short tranche of
work for NZSA members.
Get it right editing services 15% discount on any
work for NZSA members. As Debbie is in
Australia the best method of contact is email.
Blue Leaf Book Scanning 20% discount for
NZSA members. This discount will be in the
form of a coupon code. Email for details.
DataNZ (digital conversion service) 10% for
NZSA members.
Rosa Mira Books Is happy to offer 30 minutes of

introductory time, whether to talk on Skype
about a project or to read and comment on a
page of text, for example, an opening page.
Ebooks by Design 15% discount for NZSA
members. Also provides a free no obligation
sample of book in both major ebook formats
(mobi and EPUB) so that client can see how
their book will look and check out the standard
of conversion they can expect.
Frog Pool Typing 20% discount for NZSA members.
Drill Press -– Structural editing, copywriting,
proofreading. Get 10% off. Get good words.
Cushion Editing Services – Expert copy editing
and proofreading. A 15% discount for NZSA
members. Clearlingo – Professional proofreading
and copy-editing service for fiction and
non-fiction. South Canterbury. 20% discount to
NZSA members.
Assessments 10% discount for NZSA members.
Norman Bilbrough, Frances Cherry,
Jenny Argante, Rae McGregor.
Workshops and Tutors
Bronwyn Elsmore 10% discount for NZSA
members.
Melinda Szymanik 25% discount on workshops
for NZSA members. A 90-minute workshop is
discounted to $225 for NZSA members (up to
15 participants). A 60-minute talk is discounted
to $150 (plus travel) for NZSA members.
ww.melindaszymanik.blogspot.com
Kathryn Burnett 15% discount to NZSA
members on Screenwriting and Ideation
Workshops. NB: this offer is only available for
workshops where Kathryn is in charge of the
admin. www.kathryn-burnett.com
Discounting Bookstores and Stationery Stores
10% discount at all stores
NATIONAL Paper Plus (participating stores:
Bethlehem, Glenfield, Kerikeri, Levin, Lower
Hutt, Meadowbank, Mt Maunganui, Remuera,
Rotorua, Forrest Hill, Te Awamutu, Te Rapa,
Petone, Dunedin)
WHANGAREI Market Books
AUCKLAND Time Out Bookstore, Unity Books,
Pathfinder Bookshop (10% discount online
only), Women’s Bookshop, Hard to Find Books
HAMILTON Poppies Bookshop
HASTINGS Wardini Books
NAPIER Beattie & Forbes Booksellers
MASTERTON Hedley’s Booksellers
WELLINGTON Unity Books
Vic Books Kelburn Campus, Vic Books Pipitea
Campus, Arty Bees Books
NELSON Page & Blackmore Booksellers
CHRISTCHURCH University Bookshop Ilam,
Piccadilly Bookshop
DUNEDIN University of Otago Bookshop

THE NEW ZEALAND SOCIETY OF AUTHORS
(PEN NEW ZEALAND INC) TE PUNI KAITUHI O AOTEAROA

NZSA is an association of more than 1400 writers working together to improve conditions for New Zealand
writers. NZSA also works on behalf of writers everywhere whose freedom of expression is endangered.
PRESIDENT OF HONOUR: Joan Rosier-Jones
PRESIDENT: Kyle Mewburn
NATIONAL COUNCIL DELEGATES
NORTHERN DISTRICTS: Tui Allen tui@tuiscope.co.nz
CENTRAL DISTRICTS: Anna Mackenzie amack@airnet.net.nz
WELLINGTON AND DISTRICTS: Philippa Werry werry@paradise.net.nz
CENTRAL AND NORTHERN SOUTH ISLAND: Kathleen Gallagher doygalpress@yahoo.com
OTAGO /SOUTHLAND: Vanda Symon vanda@orcon.net.nz
NORTHLAND
CHAIR Margaret Cahill

margareta.cahill@gmail.com
SECRETARY Lesley Marshall
editline@xtra.co.nz
Meets: 3rd Saturday of every month, except
for January. Venue changes monthly, contact
chairperson or secretary.
AUCKLAND BRANCH
CO-CHAIRS Maria de Jong

maria@lifestories.co.nz
Sandi Hall aylwyn44@gmail.com
SECRETARY Thomas Ryan
thomasryanwriter@yahoo.com
MEETINGS SECRETARY Ann Russell
Meets: 1st Friday of the month. 6.15pm
Room WT1211, 12th Floor, AUT Tower, cnr
Rutland and Wakefield Streets, Auckland.
HAMILTON BRANCH
CHAIR Peter Dornauf

peterandclare@xtra.co.nz
SECRETARY Tui Allen
tui@tuiscope.co.nz
Meets: 3rd Sunday of every month, 1.30pm,
Onyx Cafe, 70 Alpha Street, Cambridge.
CENTRAL DISTRICTS BRANCH
CHAIR Mary-Anne Scott

mary-annescott@xtra.co.nz
SECRETARY Anne Henderson
ahenderson8@clear.net.nz
Meets: 4 times a year,
usually Sunday pm. Visitors welcome.

WELLINGTON BRANCH
CHAIR Catherine Robertson

wellington@nzauthors.org.nz
SECRETARY Rebecca Styles
Rebecca.styles.rs@gmail.com
Meets:Thistle Inn,
Mulgrave Street, Wellington.
TOP OF THE SOUTH BRANCH
CHAIR Sue Perkins

sueperkinsauthor@gmail.com
SECRETARY Jean Gorman
jean_gorman@ihug.oc.nz
Meets: monthly in Nelson or Blenheim.
Marlborough Hub meets monthly,
contact Dot Scott dotscot@kinect.co.nz
CANTERBURY BRANCH
CHAIR Amy Paulussen

amy.paulussen@gmail.com
SECRETARIES Jill McCaw
soaringnz@mccawmedia.co.nz
Michelle McConnochie
mcconnochies@hotmail.com
Meets: monthly. Check website for details.
OTAGO/SOUTHLAND BRANCH
CHAIR Chris Else chris@elseware.co.nz
SECRETARY Damien Gibson damienggibson@

googlemail.com
Meets: 1st Monday of the month.

FOR DETAILS OF MEETINGS
CONTACT THE BRANCH SECRETARY

CONSULTANCY SERVICE Contact the National Office. director@nzauthors.org.nz
REPRESENTATIVES
PEN NZ SPOKESPERSON Dana Wensley PhD
WIP CO-ORDINATOR Lesley Marshall
COPYRIGHT LICENSING NEW ZEALAND Vanda Symon and Dana Wensley

We also have representatives on WeCreate, the NZ Book Awards Trust Board, the PLR
Advisory Group, the Whitireia Polytechnic Advisory Committee, the Burns Fellowship
Selection Committee and the NorthTech Advisory Council.

